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Abstract
Microphone arrays are useful in meeting rooms, where speech
needs to be acquired and segmented. For example, automatic
speech segmentation allows enhanced browsing experience, and
facilitates automatic analysis of large amounts of data. Spontaneous multi-party speech includes many overlaps between speakers;
moreover other audio sources such as laptops and projectors can be
active. For these reasons, locating multiple wideband sources in
a reasonable amount of time is highly desirable. In existing multisource localization approaches, search initialization is very often
an issue left open. We propose here a methodology for estimating
speech activity in a given sector of the space rather than at a particular point. In experiments on more than one hour of speech from
real meeting room multisource recordings, including loudspeakers
as well as human speakers, we show that the sector-based approach
greatly reduces the search space. At the same time, it achieves effective localization of multiple concurrent speakers.

1. Introduction
Microphone arrays are useful to find the points of origin of multiple incoming acoustic signals. In this paper we focus on human
speech, which is a wideband signal. In spontaneous multi-party
speech, overlaps occur often [1], and indoor environments are usually highly reverberant. Thus, there is a need to localize multiple concurrent sources. We chose to use Uniform Circular Arrays
(UCAs) because in the horizontal plane, their characteristics are almost invariant with direction [2], therefore imposing no constraint
on the location of the source.
Existing approaches for source localization can be divided
in two groups: parametric and non-parametric. Parametric approaches [3], also known as beamforming or maximum likelihood
approaches, define a spatial likelihood function for each point of the
space. Such a function can have multiple local maxima. Searching
the entire space for all local maxima of this function is an expensive
process.
Non-parametric approaches [4], also known as signal subspace,
high-resolution or eigenanalysis methods, do not rely on such a
function. Examples are the well-known MUSIC [5] and ESPRIT [6]
algorithms, which typically achieve higher resolution than parametric methods. However, these methods were originally designed for
narrowband signals and Uniform Linear Arrays (ULAs). Previous
work extended non-parametric approaches from ULAs to UCAs [7],
from narrowband to wideband signals [8], and both [9]. Only the
latter [9] is relevant to our problem. Globally, coherent signals such
as speech and its reverberations still seem to be a problem with
these methods, since reverberations have to be modeled explicitly.
Also, steering matrices have to be defined for each sector of the
space. Finding which sector(s) of the space contain active acoustic

source(s) is an open issue.
From this review we can see that finding the active sector(s)
is an issue for both parametric and non-parametric approaches, as
already mentioned in [2]. There is a need for a method that allows localization of acoustic waves coming from a sector of the
space, rather than from a specific point or from a specific direction. Achieving sector-based source localization with a low computational cost would allow fast localization of the sound sources, by
quickly restricting the search space to a small number of sectors.
One successful work in this direction is [10]. It is a multi-level
approach that relies on beamsteering and prior knowledge of room
metrics, among other things. On the contrary, this paper explicitly defines a generic Sector Activity Measure, without need for
prior knowledge other than the microphone array’s geometry. Since
high resolution is not needed for sector-based localization, our approach is based on parametric methods. An implementation called
SAM-PHAT is proposed and extensively tested on multiple sources
cases, including more than one hour of real meeting room recordings. Recordings of controlled loudspeakers are used to evaluate
absolute performance values, while recordings of human speakers
are used to verify that the approach works on true speech. We show
that the proposed sector-based approach greatly reduces the search
space for a low computational cost.
Section 2 presents the sector-based approach. Section 3
presents and justifies the experimental protocol. Section 4 gives
and discusses the results, and Section 5 concludes.

2. The Sector-Based Approach
Searching the entire space for multiple local maxima of a pointbased likelihood function leads to an infinite number of possibilities. Even a discretized space or grid would include a very large
number of points, in order to localize sources that could be in any
locations.
We therefore propose to transform a given point-based spatial
likelihood function (such as SRP-PHAT [11]) into a generic sectorbased activity measure. This new measure will allow to localize
active sound sources within a volume of the physical space, rather
than at a particular point in space. First, the search space is partitioned into a small number of volumes, called “sectors” hereafter.
Each sector is then evaluated by a Sector Activity Measure (SAM).
The SAM values can be used for localizing active sectors: for a
given sector, a higher SAM value indicates a higher likelihood of
having at least one active source within the sector. This in turn can
be used to reduce the search space of point-based methods.
2.1. Partition of the Search Space into Sectors
A sector is a connected volume S ⊂ R3 of physical space. By
“connected volume” we mean that for any two points x1 and x2

in volume S, we can define a continuous contour Cx1 ,x2 ⊂ S. For
example, the space around a horizontal planar microphone array can
be partitioned in “vertical slices”:
f or i ˘= 1 . . . Nsectors˛:
Si = (r, θ, φ) ∈ R3 ˛ r ≥ rmin , θi−1 ≤ θ < θi , 0 ≤ φ ≤

π
2

¯

(1)
where r, θ, φ designate radius, azimuth and elevation with respect to
2π
the microphone array center, θi = i Nsector
and microphones are all
in the sphere r < rmin . More generally, any partition along radius,
azimuth and elevation can be defined, depending on the microphone
array’s geometry.
2.2. Definition of a Sector Activity Measure (SAM)
Section 4 will give evaluation in terms of azimuth θ. However in
this Section we use Cartesian coordinates, in order to keep equations
simple.
Assuming that a spatial likelihood function L(x) is available
for any point x in the search space (see [3] for a review of such
functions), we simply propose to evaluate sound activity within a
given sector S as:
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where V (S) =
dx dy dz is the volume of sector S, and
S
x, y, z are Cartesian coordinates.
2.3. Definition of SAM-PHAT
We propose to define SAM-PHAT as the Sector Activity Measure
that integrates the point-based SRP-PHAT measure [11]. For each
location x, SRP-PHAT is defined as:
LSRP −P HAT (x) ,

P
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”
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where x = [x, y, z]T ∈ R3 is a point in space expressed in Cartesian coordinates, and P is the number of microphone pairs. For
(p)
example, with 4 microphones, there are P =6 pairs. RP HAT (µ) is
the time domain GCC-PHAT [12] for microphone pair p. µ(p) (x)
is the vector of theoretical time-delays associated with location x:
µ(x)

,
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where m1 ∈ R3 and m2 ∈ R3 are Cartesian coordinates of the
microphone locations in pair p, fs is the sampling frequency in Hz
and c is the speed of sound in the air in m/s (usually 342 m/s). We
note that µ(p) are continuous, non-linear functions of x.
From Eqs. (2) and (3), SAM-PHAT develops into:
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Lower and upper limits of this segment are respectively minimum
and maximum time-delays across all points in sector S, for microphone pair p.
In order to approximate SAM-PHAT with a simpler version, we
simplyh average the time-domain
GCC-PHAT function on each segi
(p)
(p)
ment µmin (S), µmax (S) . Hence the “simplified SAM-PHAT”:
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with ∆µ(p) (S) = µmax (S) − µmin (S). The 3-dimensional integration in Eq. (6) is reduced to a 1-dimensional integration in
Eq. (8). As mentioned above, analytical integration is difficult,
therefore implying discretization and numerical summation, which
is prohibitive in the 3-dimensional case.
In other words, the idea behind “simplified SAM-PHAT” is
to permit the implementation of SAM-PHAT in practice. The
drawback is an approximation. To compute each term of Eq. (8),
(p)
the RP HAT function is upsampled and summed over the interval
(p)
(p)
[µmin (S), µmax (S)]. For each pair of microphones, in practice
this can be implemented with a single cumulative sum, followed by
a negligible 2-term difference for each sector.
Concerning computational cost, we did not find an existing
sector-based method based on equal or less prior knowledge, that
we could compare with. However, we note that the proposed approach allows to estimate simultaneous speech activity in any number of 3-dimensional volumes with a number of 1-dimensional summations equal to the number of microphone pairs. While further
optimization is possible, we deemed this characteristic to justify the
“low computational cost” mentioned in Introduction.

3. Experimental Protocol
(4)

µ(p) is the theoretical time delay (in samples) between the microphones in pair p, given by
“
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Computing each term involves an expensive 3-dimensional integration. A change of variable y = µ(p) (x) is difficult, because analytical inversion of the function µ(p) (x) is not trivial: µ(p) (x) is not
bijective.
In the rest of this paper, we will assume that each sector S is
a connected volume. Since µ(p) (x) is continuous and S is a connected volume, S is projected into a segment:
h
i
(p)
µ(p) (S) = µmin (S), µ(p)
(7)
max (S)
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We use the “simplified SAM-PHAT” measure (defined in Eq. (8)),
abbreviated hereafter as “SAM-PHAT”. We report sector-based experiments in two directions:
First, we demonstrate that by using the SAM-PHAT measure,
it is possible to accurately localize multiple concurrent sources. To
do so, we use all sectors that are local maxima of SAM-PHAT, and
assess whether or not each of the multiple active sources was correctly found. A sector is a local maximum when it has a higher
SAM-PHAT value than all neighbouring sectors. We note that no
thresholding is used: in fact the source detection issue - i.e. determining the number of active sectors - is left aside in this paper. The
focus of this paper is source localization only, therefore all local
maxima are considered. The motivation behind this choice is that
we first need to assess whether the SAM approach allows multisource localization at all. Building a system that does both source
detection and localization is outside the scope of this paper - and
current work in progress.
Second, we demonstrate that it is possible to limit the search
space without losing accuracy. To do so, the same tests are repeated,
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Figure 1: Top view of the experimental setup for Seq. #1, #2 and #3:
3 loudspeakers A,B,C. Loudspeaker A lies at 90o azimuth relative
to the array in Seq. #1 and #2, and 0o azimuth in Seq. #3. Loudspeakers B and C lie respectively at +25.6o and -25.6o in all three
sequences.
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Figure 2: Top view of experimental setup for Seq. #5: 3 persons
A,B,C. Person A speaks successively from 3 different locations A1,
A2 and A3.

using the N-best local maxima only.
For all studies reported here, the data comes from real recordings made in an instrumented meeting room [13] with a horizontal
circular 8-microphone array (10 cm radius) set on a table. Section 3.1 details the data. Section 3.2 gives a preliminary analysis
of the results given by a simple SRP-PHAT [11] point-based grid
search. Based on this analysis, Section 3.3 describes the protocol
for sector-based experiments. The results are given and discussed
in Section 4.
All results are expressed in terms of azimuth of the source relative to the microphone array. For all recordings the time frames are
32 ms long, with 16 ms overlap.
3.1. Data
Simultaneous speech was recorded from multiple non-moving
acoustic sources. We recorded sequences #1, #2, #3 with loudspeakers in order to obtain absolute performance values, as ex-

plained in Section 3.2, while testing various loudspeaker locations.
Seq. #4 and #5 are then used to show that the proposed approach
also works on real human speech.
Seq. #1, #2, #3 each contain 20 minutes of synthetic speech,
as an alternation of 4 seconds of stationary vowel sound followed
by 2 seconds of silence. In each sequence, all 200 possible combinations of 2 and 3 active loudspeakers and 5 different vowels are
played sequentially. Vowels are synthesized using a LPC vocoder1
and constant LPC coefficients, estimated from real speech. Fig. 1
shows the physical setup of the three loudspeakers. In Seq. #1,
all three loudspeakers are placed at 0.8 m from the array, to test
whether the proposed approach allows localization of sources with
equal power. In Seq. #2, loudspeaker A is placed at 1.8 m from the
array, to test if the proposed method works with one source being
much further than the others. In Seq. #3, loudspeaker A is placed
at 1.45 m from the array, in the middle direction between B and
C. This tests whether the proposed approach can deal with a larger
distance for A and lower angular separation.
Seq. #4 lasts 3 minutes 40 seconds. A single human speaker
is recorded at each of 16 locations, covering an area that includes
the five locations depicted in Fig. 2. Precisely, this area spans 121
degrees of azimuth and radius 0.7 m to 2.36 m, relative to the array.
Seq. #5 lasts 8 minutes 30 seconds: three human speakers,
static while speaking. Speaker A spoke at three different locations
A1, A2, A3. Fig. 2 shows the persons’ locations.
In the loudspeaker case, precise speech/silence ground-truth
(GT) segmentations and true 3D locations are known by construction. In the human case, speech/silence GT segmentations were provided by a human listener. We took particular care not to miss any
speech in the GT segmentation, therefore GT speech segments often include silences - e.g. a pause between two words. 3D location
truth was provided with a 3D error (1.2 cm) negligible compared to
the mouth size, from calibrated sameras (using CalTech’s software2 ,
process not detailed here).
3.2. Preliminary Experiment
Parametric methods [3] suffer from a low angular resolution. The
goal of this Section is to evaluate the effective angular resolution of
the SRP-PHAT point-based measure. The motivation is that a similar angular resolution for the proposed sector-based measure SAMPHAT can be expected, since it is also built on the time-domain
GCC-PHAT function.
We ran a simple SRP-PHAT point-based single source localization algorithm (detailed in [14]) on all time frames of Seq. #4
(single human speaker). Figs. 3a and Fig. 3b show the distribution
of azimuth errors for frames marked as “speech” in the GT. These
figures are interpreted as follows:
• On frames containing speech strong enough to be localized, a
maximum error of about 5 degrees is achieved, as compared
with the true azimuth of the source.
• On frames containing silence or weak speech, the error can
be seen as the result of a uniform random process.
A commonly used strategy for evaluating localization is to select speech frames with high energy only, and ignore other frames.
However, we can see on Fig. 3c that in terms of energy, there is
a large overlap between the two groups “correctly localized” and
“incorrectly localized”. Therefore, all results reported here were
computed using all frames marked as “speech” in the GT.
1 Available
2 Available

calib doc/

at http://www.tcts.fpms.ac.be/cours/1005-08/speech/lp
at http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/
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Figure 3: SRP-PHAT point-based search on Seq. #4 (single human speaker): (a) shows the histogram of azimuth errors; (b) shows a zoom
of (a); (c) shows the histogram of log energy values.

For a given source, some of the GT “speech” frames may contain in fact weak speech or silence. The activity/silence priors
(α, 1 − α) are assumed the same for all sources. In multisource
cases, on GT “speech” frames the probability of each possible number of simultaneously active sources is derived from α, taking into
account all possible combinations. For example, in the 3-active
source case, the frequency distribution of multi-source events is:
P( 0 active source ) = (1 − α)3 .
P( 1 active source ) = 3α(1 − α)2 .
P( 2 active sources ) = 3α2 (1 − α).
P( 3 active sources ) = α3 .
In the case of loudspeakers (Seq. #1, #2 and #3), α is exactly known
(α = 1), so the target frequency distribution is an exact target and
performance measures have an absolute meaning, as e.g. in Tables 2a and 2b. “Exact” means that an approach working perfectly
would yield a frequency distribution exactly equal to the target frequency distribution.
In the case of speech from humans (Seq. #4 and #5), we estimated α = 0.674, as the proportion of frames where the point-based
search is below 5 degree error on Seq. #4. The target frequency distribution for Seq. #5 is direcly calculated from α. As the α statistic
is subject to variations across speakers, time and recordings, the target frequency distribution for Seq. #5 is approximate, as given e.g.
in Tables 3a and 3b. These tables contain the result of the “localization of concurrent sources” test described in Section 3.3. “Approximate” means that we do not know the exact target frequency distribution, however the “approximate frequency distribution” gives an
indication on the desired behavior of the system in a real case.
3.3. Metrics for Sector-Based Results
We first ran tests on Seq. #1, #2 and #3 in order to obtain absolute
performance measures. Three types of tests were conducted in order
to determine whether 1) the precision of the sector-based method
compares with the precision of the point-based method, 2) multiple
concurrent speakers can be localized correctly with the sector-based
method, 3) use of the N-best sectors only is sufficient to achieve
good results in the multiple sources cases. Finally, we ran tests on
Seq. #4 and #5 to check whether the conclusions hold when loudspeakers are replaced with humans. In more details:
• Precision: Results are presented as an average across all locations. For each location, the proportion of speech frames
having a local maximum of SAM-PHAT within 5 degree “azimuth error” of the true direction is estimated. Azimuth error

5o sectors
10o sectors

Seq. #1
98.6
97.3

Seq. #2
98.4
94.7

Seq. #3
93.7
82.0

Table 1: Precision on Seq. #1, #2 and #3 (loudspeakers) with 5degree sectors and 10-degree sectors: percentage of frames within
5 degree error (average of the 3 locations)

is the angle between the true direction and the boundary of
the closest sector being a local maximum of SAM-PHAT.
When the true direction is in that sector, azimuth error is
zero. As explained in the beginning of Section 3, all local
maxima of SAM values are considered for this evaluation.
• Localization of concurrent sources: The frequency distribution of the number of sources found simultaneously is
calculated. On each frame labeled as “speech” in the GT,
the number of simultaneous sources correctly localized is
counted. “Correctly localized” means within 5 degree azimuth error. As explained in the beginning of Section 3, all
local maxima of SAM values are considered for this evaluation.
• N-best : The same two tests are repeated, using the N-best
local maxima of SAM values only. This means that among
all local maxima of SAM values obtained in a given time
frame, we only kept those with the N highest SAM values.
We show how the precision and the localization of concurrent speakers vary with N.

4. Results
4.1. Performance Evaluation: Seq. #1, #2 and #3
The space around the microphone array is partitioned into sectors
as in Eq. (1) (no overlap between neighbouring sectors). Two types
of partitions are used: 5-degree wide sectors and 10-degree wide
sectors, respectively. In the following, “simplified SAM-PHAT” is
abbreviated as “SAM-PHAT”.
Precision: Table 1 shows for each sequence, the proportion of
frames where a loudspeaker is correctly localized. Correct localization is obtained in all cases with 5-degree sectors, i.e. in more than
93% of the frames. This is particularly significant since the data
always contains multiple concurrent sources. Results for 10-degree

Number of loudspeakers found
0
1
Target frequency distribution
0
0
Seq. #1, 5o sectors
0.0 1.7
Seq. #2, 5o sectors
0.0 1.8
Seq. #3, 5o sectors
0.0 7.5
(a) 2 concurrent loudspeakers
Number of loudspeakers found
0
1
Target frequency distribution
0
0
Seq. #1, 5o sectors
0.0 0.2
Seq. #2, 5o sectors
0.0 0.2
Seq. #3, 5o sectors
0.0 2.3
(b) 3 concurrent loudspeakers

2
100
98.3
98.2
92.5

2
0
4.6
5.2
17.3

3
100
95.2
94.6
80.5

Table 2: Localization of concurrent sources (loudspeakers): number of sources found within each time frame (within 5 degree error). Values are percentages of GT “speech” frames with (a) 2 active
sources, (b) 3 active sources.

sectors show that using sectors that are too large degrades the performance. In the following we present results for 5-degree sectors
only.
Localization of concurrent sources: The frequency distribution of the number of sources correctly found is reported for 2source and 3-source cases in Tables 2a and 2b, respectively. The
rightmost column shows that the SAM-PHAT approach performs
very well: in all cases but one, all active sources are found more
than 92% of the time. On the remaining case (3 concurrent sources
in Seq. #3), the performance is 80.5%. In the latter, while the performance is still good (at least two concurrent sources located 97.8%
of the time), we can attribute this relative decrease to the lower angular separation between the 3 sources, as shown in Fig. 1. All
these results validate the use of SAM-PHAT to localize concurrent
sources.
N-best sectors: The variation of the precision with N, on multiple source recordings, is reported in Fig. 4. The worst case is the
most distant source: Seq. #2, location A. A possible interpretation
is that the corresponding GCC-PHAT peak is smaller with increasing distance, because the power received by the array is smaller for
A than for B or C.
We also examined how well multiple concurrent sources are simultaneously localized, as a function of N. Fig. 5 shows results for
the 2-source and 3-source cases. Each point of the curve has the
same meaning as the rightmost column of the frequency distributions in Table 2a and 2b.
On all results we can see that N=6 is sufficient to obtain near
optimal results. This shows that the search space can be greatly reduced for a minimal cost of performance. A limitation of restricting
the search space to N=6 sectors is that in the worst case (at most
one active source per sector), at most 6 sources can be simultaneously located. We can safely assume that this number is sufficient
for most applications.
4.2. Results with Human Speakers: Seq. #4 and #5
Based on Section 4.1 we used the 6-best local maxima only, to determine whether a reduced search space also allows to localize real
human speaker(s) in practice.
Precision: On Seq. #4 (a single speaker) we found that the
speaker was correctly localized 79.2% of the time (average across
the 16 locations). The worst location gave 60.3%. This compares
very well with the average SRP-PHAT performance of 67.4% on

Number of speakers found
0
1
Target frequency distribution 10.7 44.0
Seq. #5, 5o sectors
3.2 50.1
(a) 2 concurrent human speakers

2
45.3
46.8

Number of speakers found
0
1
2
Target frequency distribution 3.5 21.6 44.4
Seq. #5, 5o sectors
1.1 26.0 55.8
(b) 3 concurrent human speakers

3
30.5
17.1

Table 3: 6-best localization of concurrent human speakers: number
of speakers found within each GT “speech” time frame (within 5
degree error). Values are percentages of GT “speech” frames with
(a) 2 active speakers, (b) 3 active speakers.

the same sequence (see Section 3.2).
Localization of concurrent speakers: Seq. #5. Tables 3a and
3b show frequency distributions of the number of sources correctly
found within each time frame, along with an approximate “target”
frequency distribution. The “target” was computed based on the
estimated activity/silence priors (see Section 3.2). The leftmost column of each table (no active speaker) shows a slight discrepancy
between the target figure and the obtained figure. A possible interpretation is that the α value from which the target is calculated,
was estimated on separate data (Seq. #4), which is possibly not the
same on the data considered here (Seq. #5). Indeed, it is very likely
to find a variation of the speech/silence ratio between recordings,
and between speakers. Therefore, the “target” is approximate, as
explained in the end of Section 3.2. From both 2- and 3-active
speaker results (Tables 3a and 3b), we can conclude that multiple
concurrent speakers are accurately localized with the SAM-PHAT
measure. This conclusion is independent of the target frequency
distribution.

5. Conclusion
This paper introduced a generic approach for estimating speech activity in a given sector of the space. The motivation is twofold: to
reduce the search space for existing multisource localization techniques, and to achieve multisource localization in practice. We proposed a Sector Activity Measure, called SAM-PHAT, which relies
on one-dimensional summation of the time-domain GCC-PHAT
function. We showed on more than one hour of real meeting room
recordings that both goals are attained, including cases with 3 concurrent speakers. Future work will investigate integration of the
SAM-PHAT measure into applications for automatic meeting data
analysis.
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Figure 5: N-best 5-degree sectors: correct localization of all concurrent sources, as a function of N.

